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So I started doing this series about six years ago and then stopped
because….well TNA has to be taken in short doses. I got a free month of
their streaming service though and it turns out that I skipped this
special show, meaning my numbering was a bit off. I can’t handle that so
this one is more for my own sanity. This is a Best of the X-Division show
so let’s get to it.

Note that the matches on the show are clipped but for the sake of
simplicity, these are the full versions.

Wrestlers and fans talk about how awesome the X-Division is. True indeed,
especially at this point. As always, Mike Tenay sounds awesome describing
something like this.

Opening sequence.

Jeremy and Goldilocks welcome us to the show and explain the concept of
the X-Division. It’s how the promotion started so here’s the first TNA
match ever.
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From Weekly PPV #1.

AJ Styles/Low Ki/Jerry Lynn vs. The Flying Elvises

That would be Jorge Estrada, Sonni Siaki and Jimmy Yang. The
Elvises try to jump them to start but get sent outside instead
with triple dropkicks. The dives to the floor follow and it’s
AJ powerslamming Yang as we hear about the first X-Division
Champion being crowned next week. AJ counters a belly to back
suplex  and  brings  in  Lynn  to  face  Siaki.  Lynn  avoids  a
flipping legdrop as the pace is crazy to start. A Rey Mysterio
sitout bulldog gets two and it’s off to Low Ki to hit Siaki
rather hard.

Siaki comes back with a neckbreaker and an over the shoulder backbreaker
for one. Estrada comes in and hits a neckbreaker out of the corner but
Low Ki dropkicks the knee out. One heck of a kick to the face brings AJ
back in but Yang kicks his head off for two. Everything breaks down and
Estrada powerbombs Low Ki for two as Lynn makes the save and hits the
cradle  piledriver.  Ki  kicks  Styles  by  mistake  though  and  after
dropkicking Ki to the floor, Yang Time is enough for the pin on Styles at
6:50.

Rating: B-. And that’s how the X-Division got started. That’s exactly
what they should have done too as it was a great way to show you what the
division, and the company (in theory) were all about. This was fun stuff,
even though Styles losing the first ever match in company history is
downright hard to fathom. Well not really given how this company would
go, but it’s still strange to hear.

Estrada and Yang talk about how awesome the team is but also want to pay
their dues. Tenay (with the camera at a Dutch angle for no logically
explained reason) says Siaki is causing the team issues as of late
because tension reigns.

From Weekly PPV #2.

X Title: AJ Styles vs. Jerry Lynn vs. Low Ki vs. Psicosis



Yes it’s just the X Title here as this isn’t an official division at this
point. Ok so from what I can tell, two people start it off and when one
is pinned, someone else comes in. When you lose twice, you’re eliminated.
That’s a pretty cool concept actually. Styles and Psicosis start things
off with AJ taking over quickly. A superkick gets two but Psicosis hits
an elbow to the face to take over. Guillotine legdrop gets two on Styles
but he pops back up and hits the Clash for the first pin on Psicosis.

Low Ki comes in immediately and fires off kicks, but AJ nips up from the
mat and hurricanranas him down. That was AWESOME. Low Ki reverses a
German and kicks AJ’s head off to take over again. The Clash is broken up
and AJ is launched into the post. Low Ki goes up top and Germans AJ down
into a dragon sleeper (nowhere near as smooth as it could have been). AJ
grabs the rope to escape so Low Ki kicks Styles in the head again. Low Ki
misses a BIG flip dive and AJ clotheslines his head off. A German suplex
into a belly to back facebuster gets the pin on Low Ki to get Jerry Lynn
in to face Styles.

Lynn immediately clotheslines AJ down and hits the Cradle Piledriver to
give him his first loss. This took less than ten seconds.

Psicosis comes in with a missile dropkick to the back of Lynn’s head to
take him down fast. They fight over a go behind until Lynn snapmares him
down, followed by a headscissors. Lynn gets a boot up in the corner and a
middle rope bulldog gets two. Psicosis sends him to the floor and hits a
somersault plancha to take Lynn out. Back in and a spinwheel kick off the
top gets a close two. Ricky Steamboat is going to take over as referee
once we get down to two. Psicosis goes up again but jumps into a
dropkick. Lynn hits the Cradle Piledriver to eliminate Psicosis.

Low Ki is back in next and it’s time to kick. To recap it’s Lynn with
zero losses and Styles/Lynn with one each. Low Ki kicks Jerry down and
hits a Muta Elbow for two. Lynn gets up a boot in the corner but Low Ki
kicks him in the face and hurricanranas him off the top. Jerry rolls
through that into a sunset flip for two and it’s time for more kicks.
Lynn says bring it on and hits an enziguri to take Low Ki down. They slug
it out and Lynn backdrops him to take over. Jerry goes to the apron and
avoids a shoulder to the ribs so he can hit a kind of Fameasser.



Cradle Piledriver is broken up and Low Ki grabs an arm hold. Lynn
counters into a HARD powerbomb for two and loads up a brainbuster. Low Ki
counters into a fisherman’s buster but Lynn counters THAT into a DDT for
no cover. Cradle Piledriver hits out of nowhere and it’s down to Styles
vs. Lynn. Styles has to get two falls to win the title while Lynn only
has to get one.

Styles runs in and hits a quick kick but the Clash is countered into a
hurricanrana. A tilt-a-whirl backbreaker gets two for Jerry and both guys
are down. Lynn is sent to the apron but his sunset flip only gets one. AJ
pops up top and hits a springboard moonsault for two. Jerry snaps off a
tornado DDT for a two count and they’re both down again. Styles hits a
DDT of his own for two but he charges into a running Liger Bomb out of
the corner for two for Jerry. Cradle Piledriver is countered into the
Clash and it’s one fall apiece, meaning Steamboat takes over and it’s
next fall wins the title.

Both guys are down for a bit before they head to the corner. We get a
pinfall reversal sequence which would make Flair and appropriately enough
Steamboat jealous. There are about ten near falls in a minute and they
clothesline each other to put both guys down again. They head to the
floor and Lynn hits a WICKED Irish Whip into the barricade to send Styles
flying.

AJ is like screw the pain and hits the moonsault into the reverse DDT on
the floor to take over again. Back inside and Jerry breaks up a
springboard to hit an Elevated DDT for a VERY close two. Lynn loads up
the Cradle Piledriver but AJ counters into a hurricanrana. The
hurricanrana is countered into a powerbomb but Lynn rotates him further
than that, sending AJ’s face into the mat in a SWEET move.

Both guys are down again but it’s Lynn up first. Another Cradle
Piledriver is countered into an FU into a backbreaker for two for Styles.
Lynn counters a suplex into a brainbuster for two of his own. There’s a
sleeper but AJ escapes and goes up top, only to get crotched and
superplexed for two for Jerry. Lynn loads him up top again but AJ shoves
him off and Spiral Tap gives him his first of many X Division Titles.



Rating: A. This was AWESOME and a total star making performance for AJ.
Matches like this one were the ones that got the company on the map
(eventually) and this was excellent even ten years later. Lynn vs. AJ was
the first big feud as they would go at it for months, over that title and
another one eventually. Great stuff here and an actual new idea for a
match.

They can do other stuff too.

From Weekly PPV #3.

NWA World Tag Team Titles: Rainbow Express vs. ???/???

The NWA rules that they must have another match, so the opponents are AJ
Styles/Jerry Lynn. The Express jumps them as they come in and the unnamed
team is in trouble early. Lynn sends them to the floor and hits a
slingshot dive followed by a corkscrew dive from Styles. Jerry and Lenny
officially start and it’s time for gyrations. Lynn sends him into the
corner and Bruce comes in illegally for some homosexual themed spots.

Lenny takes over and it’s off to Bruce via a kiss to the hand, freaking
West out. Lynn is sent to the apron and he hits a legdrop to the back of
a charging Bruce’s head to take over. Off to AJ who hits a spinwheel kick
for two as West praises him nonstop. Back to Lynn who gets two off a
bulldog. Back to Lenny who avoids a dropkick and puts on the Liontamer
(screw the Tiger Tamer) while shouting to ASK HIM. AJ breaks it up with a
clothesline and Bruce comes in sans tag.

Lenny comes back in quickly and a long delayed vertical suplex gets a
sexual cover for two. West’s anti-gay shouting is kind of funny. Lynn
comes back with a sunset flip out of the corner for two on Bruce and
Bruce does the same for the same result. Bruce hooks a chinlock and then
a headscissors to keep Lynn on the mat. Lynn escapes a powerbomb but
Bruce escapes the Cradle Piledriver, only for Bruce to escape into a
rollup for two.

Lynn DDTs Bruce down and both guys are dazed. Hot tag brings in AJ to
face Lenny and things speed up. Everything breaks down and Lenny hits a
Skull Crushing Finale on Styles for two. Cradle Piledriver takes Lenny



down followed by Bruce and Jerry going to the floor. Spiral Tap to Lenny
gives Lynn and Styles the titles.

Rating: C+. This was pretty good although it culminates one of the worst
“tournaments” I’ve ever seen. The story works well as AJ beat Lynn last
week and now they’re partners with AJ still holding the X Title. That
would be the big feud for the next few weeks, although I’m not sure why,
as AJ beat Lynn twice in a row last week. Yeah Lynn won once, but that
still puts AJ up 2-1. The match was pretty good though.

They have to defend the things.

From Weekly PPV #6.

Tag Titles: Flying Elvises vs. Jerry Lynn/AJ Styles

It’s Estrada and Yang for the Elvises with Siaki on commentary. Lynn and
Estrada start things off and Jorge is sent into the corner very quickly
via an armdrag. Estrada comes back with a side slam but misses a
Lionsault. A spinning Gory Special by Lynn doesn’t seem to do much and
they trade headscissors. Off to AJ who hits a sweet spin kick for two but
then gets sent into the middle buckle via a headscissors.

Yang comes in and maybe he’ll actually sell something. Styles nips up
into another headscissors and takes Yang down with a belly to back suplex
for two. Back to Lynn as the champions stay on offense. A tilt-a-whirl
backbreaker gets two for Jerry and it’s back to Styles. Yang tries a
tombstone but Styles counters with, you guessed it, a headscissors. Yang
finally gets his knees up to stop a cross body and the Elvises take over.

Everything goes to the floor and Siaki interferes with a clothesline to
give the challengers their first real advantage. Yang hooks a modified
Koji Clutch before bringing Estrada back in. The Elvises tag in and out
rapidly and hit suplexes and flip attacks for two after two. AJ hooks a
small package for two but gets clotheslined down by Estrada again. A
spinebuster gets two for Estrada and Yang hits a slingshot hilo for two.

Yang hooks an abdominal stretch on AJ which doesn’t last long either. The
moonsault into the DDT puts Yang down but Estrada breaks up the tag to



Lynn. AJ gets beaten on even more before FINALLY hitting a kick to the
face of Yang to break free and tag in Lynn. Lynn speeds things way up and
dropkicks Yang to the floor, followed by a big plancha. Estrada dives on
them both and here’s AJ for the big dive, but Siaki pulls the challengers
out and Styles hits Lynn, busting Lynn open on the barricade.

The Elvises hit a top rope splash/legdrop and SWEET GOODNESS is Lynn
bleeding bad! I mean his face is COVERED. Lynn can’t stand up but he
manages a quick shot to Estrada for the pin while Styles is ready for the
Spiral Tap on Yang, meaning Lynn stole a pin just like AJ did recently.

Rating: B-. This was pure formula, but the good thing is that the
standard tag formula works very well. Lynn vs. Styles works very well and
it’s being played out very well. For a new company, this is the perfect
midcard feud and it’s working incredibly well. Good stuff again here
which is all you would expect from these guys.

Lynn and Styles went to war over this and there was a big argument as a
result. Jerry accused him of being a glory hound so AJ laid him out with
a Styles Clash.

Clips of AJ successfully defending against Elix Skipper and Jerry Lynn
getting laid out in a match against Low Ki due to Styles shenanigans.

On to something new!

From Weekly PPV #6.

Amazing Red vs. Low Ki

Tenay talks about how important this is for the rankings. Didn’t we
already establish the rankings a few weeks back? We head to the floor
almost immediately with Red hitting a sweet hurricanrana to take over.
Back in and Low Ki looks a bit insane before hitting a Liger Kick to take
over. An elbow drop gets two and it’s off to a cravate. A springboard
enziguri to the face gets two and HOKEY SMOKE LOW KI USED A SUPLEX!!! I
don’t think I’ve ever seen him use one before.

Red gets put in the Tree of Woe and a baseball slide gets two for Ki. Red
fires off some kicks in the corner but Low Ki blocks the next few and



kicks Red’s hat off. A leg sweep from Red takes Low Ki down and a
standing shooting star gets two. A swinging sunset flip gets the same and
they’re both back to their feet. Red’s tornado DDT is countered but he
avoids some stomps from Low Ki. It’s time for some gymnastics and an
enziguri from Red takes Ki down. A big corkscrew moonsault misses for Red
and the Ki Krusher 99 (sitout fisherman’s brainbuster) gets the pin for
Low Ki.

Rating: C+. I’m not a fan of Low Ki but he was WAY over in early TNA. Red
was a great flipper and that’s all you need to be to secure an occasional
spot on a card like this one. This was fine for an opener here and the
match was fine all things considered. Low Ki would become the first ROH
World Champion three days later.

From Weekly PPV #8.

Spanish Announce Team vs. Flying Elvises

I’m serious. That’s their name. It’s Amazing Red, Joel Maximo and Jose
Maximo. The Elvises are Jimmy Yang, Sonny Siaki and Jorge Estrada. It’s a
big brawl to start Tenay says that the SAT (the name they’ll become known
by) are named because of the announce table always broken at a WWE event.
Thanks for that one Mike. I NEVER would have gotten that without you.

Red and Siaki are left in the ring and we’re told that Jose Maximo is the
one with elbow pads. Got it. Back to four guys in the ring again with
Siaki throwing Red in the air and catching him in a Samoan Drop. All
three Elvises are at least on the apron now. Jose Maximo is in the ring
now and takes a triple sitout powerbomb before being sent outside again.
Red comes in again and we still haven’t had a one on one match.

Siaki LAUNCHES Red onto the Maximos but Siaki won’t let his partners
pose. Ok so it’s Joel vs. Sonny to start but Sonny doesn’t want to let
either of his partners in. Yang and Estrada go to do commentary,
basically making it 3-1. Joel in the ring now but it’s quickly off to Red
with a standing shooting star press. Jorge starts to sing on commentary.
The Maximos double team Sonny and put him in a wicked double team combo
submission with Joel hooking a surfboard and Jose hooking a dragon
sleeper. If that’s not enough, Red hits a double stomp while Siaki is up



in the surfboard. FREAKING OW MAN!

Off to Red vs. Siaki now with Sonny hitting a pumphandle suplex for two.
Yang gets back on the apron but Sonny STILL won’t tag. Yang gets back on
commentary as a triple team takes Sonny down so Jose can kick him in the
head for two. Siaki gets a right hand in to Red but the Maximos come in
for a double C4 off the top.

Red hits a corkscrew moonsault and the other Elvises come in. Everything
breaks down and the Code Red (sunset flip bomb) gets two for Red. The
Maximos set for some double team spot but Yang slips off Jose. Estrada
counters another double C4 into a double DDT off the top. Yang and
Estrada go up at the same time for a stereo top rope legdrop and splash
combo, only to have Siaki steal the pin on Red.

Rating: B-. Good choice for an opener here with a bunch of high flying
spots and furthering of the split between the Elvises. Siaki is a solid
heel and it’s kind of a shame that his push stopped. This is the right
kind of opener though and the crowd was fired up by the big spots. It
worked in WCW and it works everywhere else.

People are impressed by the Spanish Announce Team because they came all
the way from New York to get here. They can’t wait to face the best
around.

Video/praise on/for Low Ki.

From Weekly PPV #8.

X-Division Title: Low Ki vs. AJ Styles vs. Jerry Lynn

Styles and Lynn are tag champions and Styles is X Champion. I’ll only
refer to Styles as a champion in this though for the sake of clarity.
Lynn and Low Ki take out Styles to start and immediately brawl with each
other. Low Ki fires off kicks at Lynn but Jerry catches one of them and
AJ kicks Ki in the head. Lynn hooks Styles in an inverted Gory Special
but gets dropkicked down by Low Ki.

A Muta style elbow gets two on the champ for Low Ki but Styles does his
awesome nip up into a hurricanrana to take over. There’s a torture rack



to Low Ki but AJ keeps going with it and hits a kind of reverse AA into a
facebuster. Lynn pops up and takes AJ down but Styles comes right back
with a McGillicutter to take Jerry down. A hurricanrana from AJ is
countered into a kind of powerbomb facebuster for two by Jerry.

Low Ki is sent to the apron but he slingshots in to roll up Jerry as
Jerry German suplexes AJ which gets a double two count. Cool spot. Lynn
and Low Ki chop it out as AJ is down. AJ tries a suplex on Low Ki but
gets caught in a Dragon Sleeper. Lynn tries for a save but gets caught in
the same hold. Jerry suplexes Low Ki down but AJ saves. AJ goes up but
Jerry DDTs him off the top for two.

Styles and Low Ki slug it out but Low Ki kicks him in the face to take
over. AJ hits his moonsault into the reverse DDT for two and then loads
up a superplex on Low Ki but Jerry turns it into a Tower of Doom for two.
All three guys get an awesome looking rollup for two, followed by AJ and
Lynn trading very close two counts again. Low Ki rolls up Lynn, but Jerry
kicks out, sending Low Ki into the Styles Clash position. Jerry breaks it
up for some reason but the setup looked good.

AJ goes to the corner but Low Ki puts him in the Tree of Woe and in the
Dragon Sleeper at the same time. Lynn’s tornado DDT to Low Ki is
countered into a dragon sleeper on the ropes but AJ kicks him in the head
and covers Lynn for two. A neckbreaker gets two on Lynn but Low Ki tries
the Ki Crusher on AJ. Styles counters that but Low Ki hooks the Styles
Clash on Styles. Jerry hits a Ki Crusher on Low Ki and you know what’s
coming next. The cradle piledriver gets two on Lynn and the fans are
digging this a lot.

Low Ki accidentally kicks the referee and is thrown to the floor by both
opponents. Jerry and AJ collide to put both guys down and AJ falls to the
floor in pain. Scratch that as he brings in a chair which he caves in
Lynn’s head with a chair. AJ goes up but as he climbs, Low Ki covers
Lynn. In a pretty questionable ending, the referee gets to two, AJ hits
Spiral Tap on Low Ki, Low Ki comes up off Jerry, goes back down on Jerry,
and the referee counts one more time (as in the referee slaps the mat
only once more) for the three count and Low Ki is champion.



Rating: B. Bad ending aside, this was a fun match which showed off what
TNA was good at: high flying matches with guys going so fast it’s almost
impossible to keep up with what’s going on. I missed a few spots because
I couldn’t type fast enough to keep up with them. Low Ki was by far the
most popular guy in the match so going with him as champion was the right
move. AJ and Lynn would keep feuding for awhile longer.

Low Ki this is a major opportunity and is ready for everyone. No one is
taking the title from him.

From Weekly PPV #9.

X-Division Title: Low Ki vs. Jorge Estrada vs. Sonny Siaki vs. Jimmy Yang

Four corners elimination here. Yang and Estrada have armbands on because
it’s been 25 years since Elvis died. There are tags required here so it’s
Low Ki vs. Siaki to start. Siaki LAUNCHES Low Ki out of the corner but
Low Ki comes back with kicks of course. Siaki takes him down but Estrada
tags himself in and hits a running shooting star press for two. Low Ki
escapes a suplex and fires away kicks at Estrada including a BIG one to
the head.

Tenay says the kicks break your opponents spirits. Estrada gets put in a
dragon sleeper, as does Siaki who came in sans tag. Off to Yang who hits
what we would call a Rough Ryder to take Low Ki down followed by a middle
rope spinwheel kick for no cover. Siaki isn’t even paying attention to
the match and Yang escapes the Ki Crusher. Yang is placed on the top rope
and chokes Low Ki over the ropes in a Tarantula kind of move.

Low Ki kicks him down and Estrada tags himself in to face Yang. Things
speed up with Yang being knocked to the floor. There’s a BIG dive by
Estrada and Yang is in trouble. Back in and Estrada hits a tornado DDT
which Yang “blocks” (I didn’t see a block) it and dropkicks Estrada down.
Yang puts on a Boston Crab and Estrada taps before the referee is even
down to check him. That looked odd.

Low Ki sneaks in on Yang and kicks him a bit as is his custom. Yang gets
his foot up in the corner to stop a charging champion. A missile dropkick
gets two for Yang as Siaki is still not paying attention. Yang goes up



but Siaki intentionally crotches him down. Ki Crusher gets us down to one
on one. Siaki immediately charges in and pounds away on Low Ki but the
clothesline each other down. Low Ki gets up first and hits a springboard
spin kick followed by even more kicks to the chest. Siaki hits some kind
of freaky looking punch. Yang comes back and decks Siaki, knocking him
into a rollup to keep the belt on the kicking dude.

Rating: C. This was more about the angle than the match and I don’t think
anyone thought Low Ki was in danger of losing the title. Siaki needs to
get away from the other Elvises so he can become a bigger star, which he
only kind of did in the future. Not much of a match but there were some
good parts to it.

From Weekly PPV #10.

X-Division Title: Low Ki vs. Jose Maximo vs. Joel Maximo vs. Amazing Red

Elimination rules here and Low Ki is defending. Apparently the three men
form a team called the S.A.T.’s. I think I remember hearing that before.
Didn’t we basically do the same thing last week with the Elvises? They
all go after Low Ki to start but he, say it with me, kicks them all down.
Both of the Maximos get hard kicks in the head and apparently they have
to tag.

Red and the Maximos get in a fight before it gets down to Red vs. Ki with
the champ hitting a hard elbow for two. The Ki Crusher 99 is broken up
and Red fires off a kick to the back to take over. Off to let’s say Jose
who has a tornado DDT countered and the champ fires off some chops in the
corner. The Maximos double team Low Ki a bit to take him down and Joel
gets two off a clothesline.

Ki comes off the ropes with a pretty sloppy springboard hurricanrana to
take Joel down and then kicks the tar out of both brothers at the same
time. Red tags himself in and tries to pin Joel off a standing shooting
star but only gets two. We get some overly complicated triple teaming
from the SAT’s before Red turns on Jose with a hurricanrana. Joel drops
Ki with something like Wasteland but he pops up (selling? What’s that?)
and hits a spinning springboard kick to Red who is dropped from WAY in
the air by Joel.



Ki gets sent to the floor so the three guys in the ring get to flip
around a bit. Red hits a bunch of kicks to send the brothers to the
outside followed by a hurricanrana to Jose off the apron to send him into
Joel on the floor. Red loads up a dive onto Ki but the champ kicks him in
the head on the way. Ki loads up the Crusher but instead throws Red over
the top onto the brothers to take them out again. A big twisting dive
takes out the Maximos and everyone is down.

Back in and Jose hits a powerbomb into a facebuster on Red for two. Joel
hits a sitout Pedigree on Jose for a fast elimination and Ki rips off
kicks to the face of the remaining Maximo. A springboard tornado DDT
takes Joel down and the Infra-Red (spinning corkscrew “splash”) gets us
down to Ki vs. Red. Ki slams Red into the corner a few times before
trying a Ki Crusher out of the corner. Red escapes to avoid death but Ki
hits it anyway for the pin to retain.

Rating: C+. The more I see of these kind of matches, the less I care
about them at all. They’re all over the place and have a ton of botches
throughout them. Also the idea of selling ANYTHING is totally foreign. As
for the match itself, was there ever any doubt as to who the final two
were going to be? The fans liked it but it’s just nothing of note at all
other than some decent high spots.

It’s back to the big grudge though as Styles and Lynn had a best of three
series to crown a new #1 contender.

All three matches are from Weekly PPV #10.

AJ Styles vs. Jerry Lynn

This is the falls count anywhere match which is the first of three
between the two tonight. AJ tries a baseball slide as Lynn comes in
because he’s all evil at the moment. Lynn pounds on AJ and we head into
the crowd which is fine here as the fall can end there. That’s what got
old about ECW: the brawling was worthless because the match couldn’t end
out there. After nothing in the crowd, they chop it out around ringside
and Lynn crotches AJ on the railing.

We head back into the crowd but since the production values have to be



lower now, we can barely see what’s going on. I guess it’s more like ECW
than I thought. AJ throws him into a barricade and hits a backsplash for
two. Back to ringside we go with Lynn suplexing AJ onto the floor for two
and we head back inside. AJ tries the springboard moonsault but Lynn
jawbreakers (is that a word?) him to counter. This isn’t going as fast
paced as you would likely expect, but it’s the first of three ten minute
matches they’re doing tonight.

The Cradle Piledriver is broken up by something like an X-Factor and both
guys are down. AJ tries a suplex but gets countered into a neckbreaker
before we head back outside where Styles gets two off a hurricanrana. An
enziguri puts Lynn down and they head up the ramp. Lynn hits a spear of
all things and bulldogs Styles off the stage onto a well placed platform.
Back up to the stage and Lynn counters a Styles Clash into the piledriver
to win the first match.

Rating: C+. Like I said, they’re doing thirty minutes in total tonight so
them going a bit below their usual speed is acceptable. The ending was
nothing special here but being on the stage made the piledriver look much
better. AJ as a heel worked well at first, but once he turned face he was
going to be a big deal and everyone knew it. Solid opener here though.

AJ Styles vs. Jerry Lynn

This is No DQ. AJ beats on Jerry to send him down to ringside and then
into the ring. Lynn gets sent to the apron but grabs AJ’s neck to
guillotine him on the top to take over. We already have a table set up
but Lynn’s sunset bomb through said table is blocked. AJ misses a splash
and Lynn grabs a chair but Styles takes him down and legdrops the chair
onto Jerry’s face. This is very fast paced so far.

The chair is placed between the top and middle ropes in the corner as
Lynn tries a powerbomb on AJ, only to get countered into a sunset flip
for two. AJ gets sent face first into the chair (following law #1 of
wrestling: if you set it up, you get hurt by it) for two before being
sent to the apron. Lynn hits his rotating legdrop to the back of Styles’
head but his tornado DDT through the table is countered. Still fast paced
and really good stuff so far.



Back in and AJ clotheslines Lynn down before BADLY missing a springboard
splash, drawing a rare derogatory chant at Styles. They clothesline each
other down and it’s Lynn getting up first. He tries a sunset flip, only
to get whacked in the head by a chair by AJ. Well that’s efficient. AJ
loads up another chair shot but Lynn channels his inner RVD to dropkick
it back into Styles’ face. That gets two so Lynn DDTs AJ off the top for
another two.

The fans want tables (again) as Jerry gets kicked away from the ropes.
That gets AJ nowhere as Lynn crotches him and hits a HUGE hurricanrana to
send Styles through the table on the floor. Somehow that only gets two so
Jerry takes the chair and goes up. A sunset bomb by AJ doesn’t work, but
he hangs on and hits the Styles Clash onto the chair to knock Jerry out
cold and get the pin to tie up the series.

Rating: B. REALLY fast paced match here but unlike the four way, this one
was, you know, good. This was the feud that got the company noticed,
which is something Lynn was always good for: a solid performance that got
someone else, be it Van Dam or AJ, over better than they ever could on
their own. Good stuff here.

The third match, a ten minute Iron Man match, begins immediately.

AJ Styles vs. Jerry Lynn

AJ gets two quick falls on the unconscious Lynn inside of twenty seconds.
A third attempt only gets two and Lynn fights back with a neckbreaker.
Styles grabs a sleeper and pulls Lynn down by the long hair. Why would
you ever be a face with long hair? It’s not going to end well for you. A
chinlock goes nowhere so AJ tries a hurricanrana, only to get countered
into an X-Factor from Lynn to make it 2-1. Jerry tries to do what AJ did
and get a second pin really fast but Styles gets up at two.

We’re about four minutes in now as AJ counters the cradle piledriver with
a backdrop before missing a corner charge. That always happens for some
reason. Jerry goes up top but gets caught in a crucifix and slammed face
down onto the mat to make it 3-1 AJ. A spinwheel kick puts Jerry down
again as we have Low Ki standing on the stage with a ladder for no
apparent reason. Two minutes to go now and Jerry grabs a tombstone out of



nowhere to make it 3-2.

Lynn loads up the cradle piledriver but AJ keeps blocking it. In a nice
thinking move, Jerry shifts his legs and hooks AJ in a Styles Clash of
all things to tie the match up again. That’s a Russo favorite but I don’t
think he was around at this point yet. A backslide gets two for AJ and
they fight to a draw in a slick pinfall reversal sequence.

Rating: C+. Not as good as the No DQ match but then again this was their
third match of the night. This is one of those feuds that works well, so
naturally TNA’s idea is to run it into the ground by doing the same match
over and over again. Still though, good stuff here, really stupid ending
aside.

AJ talks about how awesome the X-Division is.

Tenay (finally at a regular angle) thinks the X-Division guys deserve to
be in the main events. Low Ki impresses him most, and that’s what takes
us to the last match on the show.

Finally, from Weekly PPV #11.

X-Division Title: Jerry Lynn vs. Low Ki vs. AJ Styles

This is a ladder match with Ki defending. They circle each other for a
bit until Styles drops down and grabs a ladder. Both other guys slide to
the floor as well with Styles hitting Jerry with the ladder, only to have
Low Ki kick the ladder back into AJ. They head back inside where Low Ki
kicks Lynn off the apron. A handspring kick takes Styles down as well as
Jerry comes back in.

Lynn hits a sweet spinning tilt-a-whirl backbreaker to take the champ
down before pounding on Styles in the corner. Low Ki gets put in a
surfboard but Styles breaks it up and stomps on Low Ki a bit. Jerry
suplexes AJ down and puts him in a Liontamer, only to have Low Ki fire
off kicks to break it up. Lynn won’t let it go and shouts to kick him
harder. Low Ki is fine with that and kicks Lynn hard enough to break up
the hold.

A running kick in the corner takes Styles down again before loading him



into the Ki Crusher. Instead of dropping him though, Low Ki rams him into
Jerry in the corner to put both guys down. The champ goes to get the
ladder but Jerry baseball slides it back into Low Ki to take over again.
Styles heads to the floor as well to kick the champ in the head before
dropping Lynn face first onto the apron.

With the ladder bridged between the ring and the barricade, all three
guys stand on top of it and slug it out before a big headbutt sends all
three guys to the ground. Lynn is up first and sends a ladder into the
ring which is dropkicked into AJ’s ribs and chest on the mat. Low Ki is
up again and starts setting up the ladder, only to have AJ deck him from
behind. The ladder is leaning against the ropes as AJ GOES OFF on the
champ, only to walk into a punch from Jerry.

Lynn and Styles launch Low Ki into the ladder in a double hiptoss and
it’s one on one. AJ does a Daniel Bryan backflip off the ladder and tries
a tornado DDT, only to have Lynn counter and hit a northern lights suplex
to send AJ back first into the ladder. Ki is back in and kicks Jerry down
but realizes he can’t pin him. A charge in the corner is caught by Lynn
but he hurricanranas Jerry into the ladder to put all three guys down
again.

It’s AJ back up first to ram the champ with the ladder before he tries to
climb, only to get kicked by Low Ki. AJ is hung in a Tree of Woe in the
ladder where Low Ki fires off kicks to the chest. Now Low Ki climbs but
Jerry makes the save and suplexes him down off the ladder to put everyone
down again. AJ gets up and hits the moonsault DDT on Low Ki to pop the
crowd again. Jerry pounds on Styles and catches a jumping champion in a
running Liger Bomb to take over yet again.

There’s a second ladder in the ring now as Styles brings in another one.
Low Ki slides out and brings in a third as this could get very messy in a
hurry. The challengers stop fighting long enough to make a save of Low Ki
as Styles and Low Ki fight on top. Low Ki hooks a Dragon Sleeper on top
of the ladder (grab the title you dolt) but here’s Lynn again and all
three are on a ladder.

In a pretty awesome move, Low Ki has his ladder shoved down but he gets



his foot on the top rope and shoves himself and the ladder back to an
upright position. AJ gets shoved to the floor and it’s Lynn vs. Low Ki.
Jerry is like DIE YOU KICKING SPOT MONKEY and cradle piledrives him off
the ladder. Lynn climbs up and wins the title to end the show.

Rating: B+. Solid, solid match here with all three guys beating the tar
out of each other. It’s not on the level of one of the TLC matches, but
for what we had here, this was one of the better ladder matches you’ll
see in awhile. I’d have preferred just Lynn and AJ because I’m not a fan
of Low Ki at all, but the shove back off the rope was good enough for me
to overlook him. Solid stuff.

We get a quick preview for the Gauntlet For The Gold for the Tag Team
Titles in two weeks (no show on September 11 of course).

We wrap it up with an interview with Jerry Lynn, who talks about how
great the X-Division is and how impressed he is with the other people in
the division. AJ comes up for a rather mocking handshake, only to turn
around and see Low Ki. With AJ gone, Low Ki says AJ isn’t the only one
gunning for the title. Lynn says he’s looking forward to it to end the
show.

Overall Rating: B+. The point of this show was to make the X-Division
look important and they did that very well. The whole thing was a great
collection of action with everyone flying all over the place and getting
your attention. That was the point of the X-Division in the first place
and I think it’s fair to call it a huge success. This made me want to see
more from this era, but then I remember everything else that comes with
this division and that feeling is toned down a lot. Still though, great
stuff and an awesome look back/preview for what defined the company in
its early days.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
paperback edition of KB’s Complete 2004 Monday Night Raw
Reviews (also available as an e-book) from Amazon. Check out
the information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2019/08/26/new-book-and-e-book-k
bs-complete-2004-monday-night-raw-reviews/



And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

